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•    Some pupils made suggestions to draw
    the plan from different perspectives
•    “Let’s test it”- children showed a keen
    awareness of the need to try out their
    ideas
•    The structures the children devised were
    very creative and they worked well
     collaboratively
•    Productive struggle - trial and 
     improvement was evident throughout the research lesson
•    We felt our lesson really engaged children’s curiosity, developing their investigation
    skills in a very practical hands-on way
•    This lesson could serve the development of pupils’ recording and communicating
    skills in a later lesson where they have the opportunity to share their plans with each
    other

Key learning
Keep the activities focused on something that the pupils will find enjoyable and
engaging 
The research lesson had a good foundation, which was created by the class teacher
working through planned learning experiences in relation to forces. The research lesson
also acted as a springboard for further exploration and work on the topic, driven by the
pupils’ natural curiosity and enthusiasm. 
The pupils were active in constructing knowledge facilitated by the teacher, rather than
a didactic approach. 
Our meetings to plan the research lesson was facilitated by the fact that there were
willing supportive colleagues available to cover/supervise our classes.The project would
not have been feasible if this had not been the case.  

In order to gain the maximum benefit from our engagement in Lesson Study, it will be
important to share the experiences with colleagues and the whole school community.
This will be done by:
•    Lesson study team sharing their learning with colleagues at staff meetings
•    Pupils sharing their learning with other classes and with parents
•    The “MarlBlog” (our school blog) will be used to showcase the project
•    We plan to weave the activities undertaken during the research lesson in with the
    Green Schools & our Discover Primary Science & Maths awards 

Implications of Lesson Study for whole school teaching of science
•    Sharing of best practice among staff
•    Cross Curricular opportunities- apply the Lesson Study process to another curricular
    area

Opportunities
•    Sharing of Ideas
•    Working collaboratively
•    Shared experiences of previous Science lessons
•    Focus more on the child- led approach to teaching.
•    Focus more on the specific language needed for specific lessons
•    Preparing a whole scheme of work.

Challenges
•    How to develop the scientific skills through content and how to plan for it.
•    Pitching the lesson correctly to be challenging enough but also inclusive of all learners
•    Sourcing resources
•    Communicating and sharing to parents

Our School Context

To build on children’s natural curiosity and to encourage them to
critically question

Our Goal

How can we enable the development of pupils’ skills of investigating
and experimenting in the context of a design and make a challenge?  

Research Question

LESSON TITLE: May the force be with you: Developing children’s skills and
understanding of forces through the design and make process

Devising long term goal & broad goal
• brainstormed and discussed
strengths and areas for
improvement in Science

• looked and discussed lesson 
studies from other schools 

• consulted “Lesson Study Booklet for
Schools” from PDST

Research on science skills
• consulted curriculum documents 
• read and discussed Goldsworthy article “Acquiring Scientific Skills”
Discussing skills within the curriculum
• discussed whole school strengths and weaknesses in terms our Scientific Skills 
• identified skills for development in 1st and 2nd class 
Deciding on activities & resources
• watched videos on marble runs 
Planning for follow up activities
• further lessons based on forces 
• sharing completed marble runs with other classes 

Planning Process

Reflections on research lesson
•    Pupils prior knowledge was well judged and pupils connected ideas from the
    lesson to their previous activities on forces
•    Pupils became familiar with a marble run
•    We uncovered misconceptions in relation to gravity- these could be revisited in a
    later lesson
•    The sequence of experiences worked well- pupils could have spent more time on
    the exploration and planning which they were really enthusiastic about, but these
    can be revisited in a later lesson
•    Pupils showed inquisitiveness, curiosity and enthusiasm, particularly in response to
     the video
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